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Search our entire PageDiscussionEditHistory Minstrel's Ballad: Shinryu's Domain Trial God born of sorrow and despair. A man who lives only to death. As one they fought the warrior of light, and as one they fell. No words can do this titanic meeting of justice ... unless they come from a minstrel hike to which no event is beyond improvement. As his nimble
fingers snatch chords, his rich voice takes you to a place above a world that is both familiar and alien: shinryu's domain. Enemies: Requirements: Only eight players (no role requirements) Undersized pages are not allowed. Class: Students of war or magic. 2 2 4 Type: Trial Zone: Lochs Region: Gyr Abania Minimum Level: 70 Synchronized Level: 70 Min iLvl:
320 Echo: 5% Duty Finder: Trials: Stormblood Expansion: Stormblood Patch: Patch 4.1 Tomestones 20 Item Type iLvl Statistics Requirements Wybla Worm's Tail Orchestrion Roll &amp;0000000000000001000001&amp;0000000000000010000000001 Level 1 Temporary Notes Pages for The Worm's Head and The Worm's Tail. The composer is unknown.  
 Legendary Kamuy Fife Other &amp;00000000000010000001&amp;00000000000000000001000000000001 Sadistic song this flute stout is said to call the kamuy worthy of Shinryu himself.    Shinryu Card Triple Triad Card &amp;000000000000001000001&amp;000000000000000100000001 Epic (★★★★) card used in Triple Triad.    Shinryu Totem
Miscellany &amp;0000000000000010000001&amp;00000000000010000000000010000001000000001 Level 1 It is not known by whom and for what purpose this pulsating metal idol was created forged in the likeness of Shinryu.    Shinryu's Scale Bone &amp;0000000000032000000320&amp;00000000000010000000001 Large, chitin scale that once
protected the legendary dragon, Shinryu (though not very good).    Shinryu's Claws Pugilist's Arm &amp;0000000000000033500000335&amp;00000000000000000000000000 PGL, MNKReq. Level 70 Physical Damage 98Magnic Damage 67Strength &amp;0000000000000293000000+293Vitality &amp;00 0 speed 00000000000308000000+308Skill Speed
&amp;000000000000270000000+0 270Direct Hit Rate &amp;0000000000001890000000+189 Shinryu's Longsword Gladiator's Arm &amp;00 000000000035000000035&amp;00000000000000000000000 GLA, PLDReq. Level 70 Physical Damage 98Magnic 67Strength &amp;000000000000209000000+209Zamuchability &amp;00
0000000000220000000+220Critical hit &amp;000000000000193000000+193 Chiveness &amp;00000000000135000000+135 Shinryu's Cane Two-Handed Conjure Arm &amp;000000 00000000335550000000335&amp;0000000000000 700000000 70 CNJ, WHMReq. Level 70 Physical Damage 98Magic Damage 133Mind
&amp;0000000000000293000000+293Vitality &amp;00000000000000278000000+278Piety &amp;000000000000000270000000+270Spell Speed &amp;0000000000000018900000000+189 Shinryu's War Axe Marauder's Arm MRD, WARReq. Level 70 Physical Damage 98Magnic Damage 67Strength &amp;000000000000002930000000+293Vitality
&amp;0000000000000000000000000000000000000000 amp;0000000000000000189000000+189 Shinryu Shield Shield &amp;00000000000000000335000000335&amp;00000000000000000000000 GLA, PLDReq. Level 70 Block Strength 1133 Quake Rate 1133Strength &amp;0000000000000084000000+84Vitality &amp;0
00000000000088000000+88Critical Hit &amp;0000000000000007700000+77Ści &amp;000000000000054000000+54 Shinryu's Rod Two-Handed Arm Thaumaturge's &amp;0000000 000000033555500000000335&amp;0000000000000000000 THM, BLMReq. Level 70 Physical damage 98Magnic damage 133Intelligence
&amp;000000000000293000000+293Vitality &amp;0 speed 00000000000000278000000+278spell Speed &amp;000000000000270000000+. 270Cream Hit &amp;00000000000189000000+189 Shinryu Rotary Mechanic Arm &amp;000000000000000335000000335&amp;0000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000.
Poziom 70 Obrażenia fizyczne 98Szkodymagiczne 67Dexterity &amp;000000000000293000000+293Vitality &amp;000000000000000000+308Determination
&amp;0000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000200000000000000000000002000000000000000000000000000000000000000020000000000000000000000000 270Skill Speed
&amp;00000000000189000000+189 Shinryu's Rapier Red Mage's Arm &amp;00000000000033500000335&amp;000000000000700000000005000 RDMReq. Level 70 Physical damage 98Magnic damage 133Intelligence &amp;00000000000000293000000+293Vitality &amp;000000000000278000000+278Determination
&amp;000000000000002700000000+2780000000+00000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000 270Spell Speed
&amp;000000000000000000000000000000000000000000 189 Shinryu Lancer Arm
&amp;00000000000003500000335&amp;000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000 Level 70 Physical Damage 98Magnic
Damage 67Strength &amp;00000000000000293000000+293Vitality &amp;000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000;0000000000000001890000000+189 Shinryu's Codex Scholar's Arm &amp;00000000000000000335550000000000000000000000000000000000000000. Poziom 70 Obrażenia fizyczne
98Magic Damage 133Mind &amp;0000000000000293000000+293Vitality &amp;000000000000002780000000+278Piety &amp;0000000000000000000000000+2780000000000000+278Piety &amp;0000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000002700000000+278Piety
&amp;0000000000000000000270000000+278Piety &amp;0000000000000000000000000000000000027000000270Krytyczny hit &amp;00000000000189000000+189 Shinryu's Katana Samurai's Arm &amp;000000000000033500000335&amp;00000000000000700000070 SAMR. Level 70 Physical damage 98Magnic damage 67Strength
&amp;000000000000000293000000+293Vitality &amp;000000000000000000000 308Critical hit hit
&amp;000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000
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&amp;0000000000001890000000+189 Shinryu Dancer's Chakrams Arm &amp;00000000000003350000000335&amp;0000000000000070000000070 DNCReq. Level 70 Physical Damage 98Magnetic Austerity 67Dexterity &amp;000000000000293000000+293Vitality &amp;00000 0000000308000000+308Critical Hit
&amp;0000000000002700000000+270Determination &amp;00000000000189000000+189 Grimoire Arcanist's Shinryu's Grimoire Arcanist's Grimoire &amp;000 0000000000033555500000000335&amp;00000000000007000000 ACN, SMNReq. Level 70 Physical damage 98Magnic ban 133Intelligence &amp;0000000000000293000000+293Vitality
&amp;0000000000000278000000 +278Critical Hit &amp;0000000000002700000000+270Determination &amp;0000000000002700000000+270Determination Shinryu's Greatsword Dark Knight's Arm &amp;0000000000000335000000335&amp;000000000000000000000000000000000000000. Poziom 70 Obrażenia fizyczne 98Szkodymagiczne 67Strength
&amp;0000000000000293000000+293Vitality &amp;000000000000000000+308Determination &amp;000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000+308Determination &amp;0000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000+308Determination
&amp;0000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000270Tenacity &amp;0000000000000189000000+189 Ramię łucznika Shinryu &amp;00000000000003500000035&amp;000000000000000000000000070 ARC, BRDReq. Level 70 Physical Damage 98Magnetic Ado 67Dexterity &amp;000000000000293000000+293Vitality
&amp;0 00000000000308000000+308Direct Hit Rate &amp;000000000000000270000000 +270Determination &amp;000000000000189000000+189 Shinryu Astrologer's Ephemeris Arm &amp;00 00000000003500000000335&amp;000000000000000000000000070 ASTReq. Poziom 70 Obrażenia fizyczne 98Magic Damage 133Mind
&amp;0000000000000293000000+293Vitality &amp;000000000000002780000000+278Krytyczne trafienie &amp;00000000000000000000000027000000+27833Krurytalne trafienie
&amp;000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000 270Piety &amp;0000000000000189000000+189 Shinryu's Daggers Rogue's Arm
&amp;0000000000035000000335&amp;00000000000007000000000070, ROG NINReq. Level 70 Physical Damage 98Magnic Adosis 67Dexterity &amp;0000000000000293000000+293Vitality &amp;0000000000030800000+308Direct Hit rate
&amp;0000000000000027000000000+00000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000
0000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000 89000000+189 Shinryu Gunbreaker Arm &amp;00000000000000335000000335&amp;000000000000000000000000335&amp;00000000000000000. Level 70 Physical Damage 98Magic Damage 67Strength &amp;0000000000000293000000+293Vitality
&amp;0000000000000308000000+308Determination &amp;0000000000000270000000+270Critical Hit &amp;0000000000000189000000+189 October 31, 2017January 21, 2020 Chad 0 Comments ffxiv, ffxiv the foodie geek, final fantasy xiv, shinryu ex, shinryu ex clear, shinryu ex guide, shinryu ex strategy, shinryu ex text guide, shinryu ex tips, shinryu ex
written guide, shinryu extreme, shinryu extreme clear , shinryu extreme guide Shinryu Domain, domain guide shinryu Patch 4.1 for Final Fantasy XIV: Stormblood brought with it many new changes, features, improvements to the quality of life, tasks and content for the most dedicated players. With endgame content added, one of the hardest part is adding a
new version of the extreme trial for Shinryu.The last boss in stormblood's main storyline, Shinryu featured a significant increase in difficulty compared to everything else in the appendix. Its extreme mode is based on the original with several familiar skills, in addition to new and more demanding mechanics. Let's get started. Shinryu Extreme – Phase
OnePhase one this time is a longer venture than the previous fight, so be prepared. Let's start with some mechanics that he regularly uses: Corrupted Ether and Shinryu's Wings.Also: I woke up at 3:00 am to buy a house in Final Fantasy XIV and Here's What HappenedCorrupted Aether: Just like the original, Shinryu has an aether bar that can be seen
charging up as the fight continues. Before we get to the specific skills he uses, he uses, It is very important to remember that he has a heart to add (like his tail) that can be defeated to inflict massive damage. You have to beat your heart every time before its next damaged Aether ability or side face wipe. Here's his randomly selected abilities: Aerial Blast- an
event across the AOE (effect area) attack. It will non-stop push you out of the center of Diamond Dust-party-wide AOE. It gives every player a debuff that makes you slide every time you moveEarthen Fury- AOE attack on the whole partyHellfire- attack the whole team. Stand in water puddles to minimize damage. Deals DoT (damage over time) to all
playersSulec bolt- attack the whole lot. Do not stand in the water as this will increase damage. It can cause paralysisThydal Wave- similar to the original. Tilts the platform and can cause you to drop Shinryu Wings: As this phase progresses, you'll see its wings start shining from time to time. Pay attention to his cast bar to see which of these four attacks he
uses and act accordingly: Hypernova- Right wing will shine for this ability. Pile in a puddle of water to minimize damageIce Storm- Left wing lit. It deals the entire batch of AOE damageLevinbolt- Right wing lights up. It will spawn a typical circle around players who need to spread to avoid overlap. Can ask lightning DoTSummon Icicle- Left wing lights up.
Icicles will appear around edges that have an AOE line that must be avoided or you will be slowed downTank: The main tank should focus on shinryu, while outside the tank of course it deals with additions and helps the main tank. When Akh Morn happens, meet to minimize the damage, then immediately exit the Akh Rhai AOE that will appear. If necessary,
avoid the above mechanics. Complete the manoeuvre in action at the end of the phase. Healer: Heal, remove the aforementioned Dots, and avoid the above mechanics if necessary. Run away and break the chain if you're chained to another player. If you get a green marker, take it to a new platform, then escape immediately. If Earth Breath means, run to the
edge of the platform to avoid AOE hitting other players. Complete the manoeuvre in action at the end of the phase. DPS: Avoid the above mechanics if necessary. Run away and break the chain if you're chained to another player. If you get a green marker, take it to a new platform, then escape immediately. If Earth Breath means, run to the edge of the
platform to avoid AOE hitting other players. Remove Shinryu's tail and heart as soon as possible. At some point, you will receive a debuff that will stop you from healing. Continue to deal damage (which will restore health) until you become unchained with addition. Complete the manoeuvre in action at the end of the phase. Extreme – Phase Two In phase two,
the fight becomes a little easier. Knockdown deals damage, which obviously knocks everyone back. Run directly north when a knockdown is about to hit. The main objective of phase two is to add which meteors. If you are tagged, run to the edge because the attack will appear new adds. Ginryu- uses fireballs for small damage to AOE and Burning Trail, a
wide linear attack. DefeatHakkinryu immediately- he also throws the Burning Trail and the death sentence tank slayer. Kill immediately. Phase two will end with shinryu using his final attack: Protostar. Strengthen yourself and prepare for treatment as much as possible. Then it will break the tail into this area and push everyone away. Avoid hitting the tail and
other AOEs when running the tail on a new platform. Shinryu Extreme – Phase ThreeShinryu will no longer have damaged aether. Instead, they will simply switch through these skills, some new and others have changed from their phase one counterpart. Avoid the dark area underneath it, as touching it gives Doom.Atomic Ray- If you are tagged, find another
player and share damage to avoid deathBenighting Breath-Large Cone AOE, which deals heavy damage and will lower the recovery of HPHypernova- The only way to minimize damage is frozen by Ice StormIce Storm- Just like phase one, unless you stay in place , you will be frozen for a few seconds. Good for minimizing HypernovaLevinbolt- It will mean
players. Stack and then move once the markers dropTera Slash- Tank buster. The main tank should switch off from the off-tank to avoid death due to the absence of HPWyrmwail- Moderate batches across the AOE. Stand in the Doom area before it finishes casting to avoid a reduced recovery debuffZenos HP will tell you to get on Shinryu's back while he
throws the Tidal Wave. After jumping on his back, both wings will start casting separate spells: Hellfire and Judgment Bolt. This is the largest DPS check to fight. You have to beat both wings before they finish casting. Everyone should focus first on the wing, which throws first before attacking the second. Destroying the wing requires a large part of Shinryu's
health. Quickly repeat this until you die. If you don't do it fast enough, Tidal Wave will wipe your party. Page.
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